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SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR DISCOUNTING 
FUEL 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001 1. Technical Field of the Invention 
0002 This invention relates to automated retail systems 
and methods. More particularly, and not by way of limitation, 
the invention is directed to a system and method for discount 
ing the price-per-unit (PPU) of fuel at a fuel merchant. 
0003 2. Description of Related Art 
0004 Vendors of various products often find it desirable to 
enter into cross-marketing agreements in which the purchase 
of a product from a first vendor earns a discount coupon for 
the consumer on a product from a second Vendor. As used 
herein, the term "vendor” refers to the manufacturer of a 
specific product or the supplier of specific services. The term 
“merchant refers to the store where the products are pur 
chased, such as grocery stores, convenience stores, gasoline 
service stations, unattended fueling stations, and the like. 
0005. The issuers of credit and debit cards also have pro 
grams to encourage consumers to utilize the issuers cards 
when making purchases. Conventionally, these programs 
have consisted of giveaways of promotional merchandise, 
low interest rates on unpaid balances and balance transfers 
from other cards, and cashback at the end of the year (usually 
1-2 percent) on purchases made throughout the year. Some 
manufacturers such as automobile manufacturers have estab 
lished affinity-type relationships with card issuers to issue 
credit cards with a manufacturer's logo on the face of the card. 
Use of Such cards results in cash back awards good only on 
purchases of the associated manufacturers’ products. Simi 
larly, some retailers have established affinity-type relation 
ships with card issuers to issue credit cards with a retailer's 
logo on the face of the card. Use of Such cards results in cash 
back awards good only on purchases within the associated 
retailer's stores. The manufacturers’ programs and the retail 
ers programs are generally less effective than conventional 
cash back programs because of the limitations placed on use 
of the cash back award. 

0006 With existing affinity-type relationships, the reward 
does not occur at the time or point of purchase. Instead, the 
reward is posted to the customer's credit card account and 
appears on the customer's monthly account statement. The 
reward may appear as a monetary credit, or may appear as 
points, which the customer can redeem when the cumulative 
total surpasses defined threshold levels. Thus, the reward is 
not immediate, and the customer must take additional steps to 
redeem the reward. 
0007. A very popular affinity-type reward program pro 
vides frequent flyer airline miles as a reward for using a 
particular credit card. However, there are several problems 
with this program. For Some people, it may take months or 
even years to reach an award level. Until that time, their 
accumulated miles are worthless. Other people have trouble 
redeeming their miles because they fly only at holiday times, 
and the airlines often have “blackout periods” during the 
holidays, during which frequent flyer miles are not redeem 
able. 

0008 What is needed in the art is a promotional program 
for credit cards that overcomes the disadvantages of existing 
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programs while increasing sales of a cross-marketed product 
Such as fuel. The present invention provides Such a program. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0009. In one aspect, the present invention is a computer 
implemented method of discounting a price-per-unit (PPU) 
of fuel at a fuel merchant. The method includes reading a 
customer's credit or debit card number to begin a fueling 
transaction at the fuel merchant; identifying an issuer of the 
card by analyzing the card number; associating the identified 
issuer of the card with a PPU discount for the fuel; discount 
ing a PPU of the fuel posted on the fuel dispenser by an 
amount equal to the PPU discount associated with the iden 
tified issuer of the credit or debit card; and dispensing fuel to 
the customer at the discounted PPU. In a further sense, the 
invention also includes a settlement process in which the 
value of the discount provided by the fueling merchant is 
calculated and allocated between the fueling merchant and 
the issuer of the credit or debit card. 
0010. In another aspect, the present invention is a system 
for discounting a PPU of fuel at a fuel merchant. The system 
includes an island card reader in a fuel dispenser for reading 
a customer's credit or debit card number to begin a fueling 
transaction at the fuel merchant; means for identifying an 
issuer of the card by analyzing the card number; a relationship 
database for associating the identified issuer of the credit or 
debit card with a PPU discount for the fuel; and a dispenser 
controller for retrieving the PPU discount from the relation 
ship database and discounting a PPU of the fuel posted on the 
fuel dispenser by an amount equal to the retrieved PPU dis 
count. The system may also include a settlement mechanism 
that calculates the value of the discount provided by the 
fueling merchant and allocates the discount between the fuel 
ing merchant and the issuer of the credit or debit card. 
0011. In yet another aspect, the present invention is a 
computer-implemented method of discounting a PPU of fuel 
during a fueling transaction by a customer at a fueling mer 
chant. The method includes reading the customer's credit or 
debit card number to begin the fueling transaction; identify 
ing the customer by analyzing the card number; and deter 
mining that the identified customer participates in a reward 
program with a vendor with whom the fuel merchant has a 
relationship agreement for providing PPU discounts for fuel 
in exchange for redeemed reward points from the vendor's 
reward program. The method also includes exchanging at 
least a portion of the customer's reward points for a PPU 
discount for fuel at a predefined exchange rate associated with 
the vendor; discounting the PPU of the fuel posted on the fuel 
dispenser by an amount equal to the PPU discount; and dis 
pensing fuel to the customer at the discounted PPU. In a 
further sense, the invention also includes a settlement process 
in which the value of the discount provided by the fueling 
merchant is calculated and allocated between the fueling 
merchant and the vendor. 
0012. In yet another aspect, the present invention is a 
computer-implemented method of discounting a PPU of fuel 
during a fueling transaction by a customer at a fuel merchant. 
The method includes reading the customer's credit or debit 
card number to begin the fueling transaction; identifying the 
customer by analyzing the card number, and determining that 
the identified customer participates in a reward program with 
a reward point host with whom the fuel merchant has a rela 
tionship agreement for providing PPU discounts for fuel in 
exchange for redeemed reward points from the reward pro 
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gram. The method also includes retrieving from the reward 
point host, information regarding the customer's available 
reward points; converting the customer's available reward 
points to a PPU discount for fuel; discounting the PPU of the 
fuel posted on the fuel dispenser by an amount equal to the 
PPU discount; and dispensing fuel to the customer at the 
discounted PPU. In a further sense, the invention also 
includes a settlement process in which the value of the dis 
count provided by the fueling merchant is calculated and 
allocated between the fueling merchant and the vendor. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0013 The invention will be better understood and its 
numerous objects and advantages will become more apparent 
to those skilled in the art by reference to the following draw 
ings, in conjunction with the accompanying specification, in 
which: 
0014 FIG. 1 is a flow chart illustrating the steps of a first 
embodiment of the method of the present invention; 
0015 FIG. 2 is a simplified block diagram of a first 
embodiment of the system of the present invention; 
0016 FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating the steps of a 
second embodiment of the method of the present invention; 
and 
0017 FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating the steps of a third 
embodiment of the method of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

0018. The present invention is a promotional program for 
credit, debit, and loyalty cards that overcomes the disadvan 
tages of existing programs while increasing sales of a cross 
marketed product such as fuel. In the description herein, 
financial cards Such as credit, debit, and loyalty cards are 
referred to in the collective as “credit cards'. 
0019. In one embodiment, the present invention provides a 
PPU discount for fuel based on the type of credit card or the 
issuer of the credit card utilized to purchase the fuel. When the 
card is read at a fuel dispenser or other point-of-sale (POS) 
terminal at a retail fuel merchant, the Bank Identification 
Number (BIN) range of the card number may be utilized to 
identify a specific card issuer such as CitiBank, Wells Fargo, 
Bank of America, and the like. Other ranges of the card 
number may be utilized to identify the particular customer 
and the cardbrand owner such as Visa, MasterCard, Discover, 
American Express, and the like. The amount of the PPU 
discount may be a fixed amount Such as ten cents per gallon, 
or may vary depending on other factors such as the number of 
times the customer uses the card (or the amount the customer 
purchases with the card) at the fueling merchant. For 
example, the first five times the customer uses the card each 
month at the fueling merchant, the PPU discount is ten cents 
per gallon. For the sixth through the tenth time the customer 
uses the card at the fueling merchant in the month, the PPU 
discount is twenty cents per gallon, and so on. The value of 
redeemed discounts (i.e., the PPU discount provided to the 
customer multiplied by the number of gallons purchased) is 
then allocated between the card issuer, the card brand owner, 
and the retail fuel merchant in accordance with an agreement 
between them. 
0020. In the preferred embodiment of the present inven 

tion, the card issuer enters an agreement with the retail fuel 
merchant to provide an incentive for customers to use the 
issuer's card. This may be an affinity-type relationship in 
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which a bank issues the card with an oil company logo on the 
face of the card. For example, Wells Fargo may issue a rela 
tionship card with an Exxon logo on its face. The incentive for 
customers to use the Wells Fargo relationship card is that they 
earn an immediate discount on fuel at EXXon stations. A key 
difference between the inventive affinity-type relationship 
and existing affinity-type relationships is that the inventive 
relationship provides an immediate discount at the point of 
purchase, while existing relationships, as discussed above, 
provide credits on the customer's credit card Statement at a 
later date, or points that the customer must redeem when an 
award level is reached. 

0021 When the customer uses the relationship card to 
purchase fuel at the participating retail fueling station, the 
dispenser immediately lowers the price-per-gallon displayed 
on the dispenser. The discount may be a fixed amount Such as 
10 cents per gallon, or may be a percentage discount, which 
fluctuates with the posted price of the fuel. For example, if the 
affinity-type agreement between the bank and the retail fuel 
merchant recites a five percent discount, and the posted Street 
price of the fuel is S2.00 per gallon, the customer sees the 
price on the dispenser drop by 10 cents per gallon when the 
dispenser reads the card. If the posted price is S3.00 per 
gallon, the customersees the price drop by 15 cents per gallon 
when the dispenser reads the card. From the customer's per 
spective, the transaction is complete when the fuel purchase 
transaction is completed. No future events or actions on the 
part of the customer are required to utilize an earned reward. 
0022. In the preferred embodiment, a dollar amount of the 
redeemed discount is calculated by multiplying the PPU dis 
count by the number of units of fuel purchased in the trans 
action. A clearing mechanism tracks the redeemed discounts, 
receives or retrieves funds from the card issuer, and credits 
those funds to the retail fueling station. Thus, the retail fueling 
station always receives the posted Street price for the fueling 
transaction. The card issuerfunds the discounts from its credit 
card transaction fees. 

0023 FIG. 1 is a flow chart illustrating the steps of a first 
embodiment of the method of the present invention. At step 
11, a card issuer and a retail fuel merchant enter into an 
affinity-type relationship, which offers an immediate dis 
count on the PPU of fuel at the merchant's fueling stations if 
the customer uses the card issuer's relationship card. At step 
12, the card issuer issues a relationship credit card with the 
merchant's logo on the card. Subsequently, a customer uses 
the relationship card at one of the merchant's fueling station, 
and at step 13, the Island Card Reader (ICR) in the fuel 
dispenser reads the magnetic strip on the relationship card. 
The card information may also be input by other technologies 
such as a radio frequency identification (RFID) controller 
with read/write capability, a contactless Smart card reader, an 
audio recognition device, a biometric recognition device, an 
optical reader, and the like. The BIN range from the card 
number is utilized to identify the card issuer, and at step 14 the 
dispenser controller retrieves an associated PPU discount 
from a relationship database. The retail fuel merchant may 
have affinity-type relationships with multiple card issuers, 
and each relationship may specify a different PPU discount 
level. 

0024. At step 15, the dispenser controller reduces the 
posted PPU of the fuel by the amount of the discount associ 
ated with the identified card issuer. At step 16, the fuel is 
dispensed to the customer at the reduced price. At step 17, the 
amount of the redeemed discount is calculated by multiplying 
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the PPU discount by the number of units of fuel purchased in 
the transaction. The redeemed discount may then be stored in 
a redeemed discount database. At Step 18, a clearing mecha 
nism, which interfaces with the redeemed discount database, 
transfers funds for the amount of the redeemed discount from 
the card issuer to the retail fuel merchant. Thus, the customer 
receives an immediate reward, the retail fuel merchant 
receives the posted Street price for the fueling transaction, and 
the card issuer funds the discount from its credit card trans 
action fees. 

0025 FIG. 2 is a simplified block diagram of a first 
embodiment of the system of the present invention. When a 
customer uses a relationship card to purchase fuel at one of 
the merchant's fueling stations, the Island Card Reader (ICR) 
21 in the fuel dispenser (or other input device) reads the 
relationship card. The BIN range is utilized to identify the 
card issuer, and a card issuer ID is passed to a dispenser 
controller 22. Alternatively, the ICR may send the card num 
ber to the dispenser controller, and the controller may deter 
mine the identification of the card issuer. The dispenser con 
trolleruses the card issuer ID to access a relationship database 
23 and retrieve an associated PPU discount. The controller 
then reduces the posted Street price on the dispenser display 
24 by the amount of the associated PPU discount, and causes 
the fuel dispenser to dispense the fuel at a discounted price. 
0026. When the customer indicates the transaction is com 
plete (for example by replacing the fuel nozzle in its holder), 
the dispenser controller 22 sends the number of units of fuel 
purchased and the PPU discount to a redeemed discounts 
calculator 25. The calculator may be incorporated into the 
dispenser controller, or may be implemented separately. The 
calculator preferably calculates the amount of the redeemed 
discount by multiplying the PPU discount by the number of 
units of fuel purchased in the transaction. The redeemed 
discount may then be stored in a redeemed discount database 
26 where it is associated with the card issuer and the retail fuel 
merchant. A clearing mechanism 27 interfaces with the 
redeemed discount database, and retrieves the redeemed dis 
count and the associated. IDs of the card issuer and the retail 
fuel merchant. The clearing mechanism transfers funds for 
the amount of the redeemed discount from the card issuer's 
account 28 to the retail fuel merchant's account 29. 

0027 FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating the steps of a 
second embodiment of the method of the present invention. In 
this embodiment, an agreement between a retail fuel mer 
chant and a card issuer and/or third party vendor enables 
customers to use their accumulated reward points or frequent 
flyer miles as a tender type at a fueling station. Reward points 
or miles are exchanged for a PPU discount on fuel at a defined 
exchange rate. In the example illustrated in FIG. 3, a retail 
fuel merchant and an airline enter an agreement at step 31. 
The airline has a frequent flyer program that awards air miles 
to customers who fly on the airline or make other purchases 
using an affinity-type relationship credit card. At step 32, a 
Web portal is accessed in order to exchange air miles in the 
customer's frequent flyer account for a cash value. At step 33, 
in a so-called “batch transfer” mode of operation, air miles 
from the customer's frequent flyer account are converted to a 
promotional cash value at a negotiated and agreed upon 
exchange rate. At step 34, the promotional cash value is then 
credited to an account associated with the retail fuel mer 
chant. At step 35, the merchant provides a negotiated and 
agreed upon PPU discount to the customer in a fueling trans 
action. At step 36, the amount of the redeemed discount is 
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then calculated by multiplying the PPU discount by the num 
ber of units of fuel purchased in the transaction. At step 37, the 
amount of the redeemed discount is transferred to the retail 
fuel merchant from the associated account, and the amount of 
the redeemed discount and the number of miles redeemed is 
reported to the airline. 
0028. Thus, the invention enables a customer to trade in air 
miles in exchange for a PPU discount, such as a cents-off 
per-gallon discount, on fuel at the retail fuel merchant's fuel 
ing stations. The retail fuel merchant makes up for most or all 
of the discount by drawing from the associated account. The 
airline benefits because more of their customers are motivated 
to use their affinity-type credit cards to generate air miles 
because they know they can exchange the air miles for fuel 
discounts. The airline also benefits because their customers 
are motivated to use their air miles for fuel discounts rather 
than free airline travel, thus increasing the number of seats 
available to sell to paying passengers. 
0029 FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating the steps of a third 
embodiment of the method of the present invention. In this 
embodiment, reward points are again exchanged for a PPU 
discount on fuel, but the customer is given real-time access to 
his reward point totals. At step 41, the retail fuel merchant and 
a vendor having a reward or loyalty point program enter an 
agreement, which allows reward points to be redeemed for 
PPU discounts on fuel. A customer participating in the pro 
gram then initiates a fuel purchase at one of the retail fuel 
merchant's fueling stations. At step 42, the ICR in the dis 
penser reads the customer's credit card. At step 43, a targeted 
BIN range is sent to the credit card host for authorization 
processing as known in the art. At step 44, a targeted BIN 
range identifying the customer is sent to a reward points host 
to retrieve information regarding the number of reward points 
in the customer's account available for exchange. At step 45. 
the available points are converted to a PPU discount amount 
based on a negotiated exchange rate. 
0030. At step 46, the number of points to be redeemed and 
the resulting PPU discount are presented to the customer for 
approval. If the customer has a large number of points in his 
account, several levels of redemption/PPU discounts may be 
presented, and the customer may select which level he desires 
to apply to this fueling transaction. At step 47, the customer's 
approval is received, and at step 48, the retail fuel merchant 
provides the customer with fuel at a price discounted by the 
amount of the approved PPU discount. When the fueling 
transaction is complete, the redeemed discount is calculated 
at step 49. At step 50, a clearing mechanism transfers funds 
for the amount of the redeemed discount from the reward 
point host to the retail fuel merchant. 
0031. Thus, the invention enables a customer to exchange 
reward or loyalty points for a PPU discount, such as a cents 
off-per-gallon discount, on fuel at the retail fuel merchant's 
fueling stations. The retail fuel merchant receives the posted 
street price for the fueling transaction because the reward 
point host pays the discount. The reward point host benefits 
because customers are motivated to increase their reward 
point totals by shopping at the reward point host or purchas 
ing the reward point host's products. 
0032. It is thus believed that the operation and construc 
tion of the present invention will be apparent from the fore 
going description. While the method, apparatus and system 
shown and described has been characterized as being pre 
ferred, it will be readily apparent that various changes and 
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modifications could be made therein without departing from 
the scope of the invention as defined in the following claims. 

1-17. (canceled) 
18. A computer-implemented method of discounting a 

price-per-unit (PPU) of fuel during a fueling transaction by a 
customer at a fuel merchant, said method comprising: 

reading the customer's financial card number to begin the 
fueling transaction; 

identifying the customer by analyzing the financial card 
number, 

determining that the identified customer participates in a 
reward program with a vendor with whom the fuel mer 
chant has a relationship agreement for providing PPU 
discounts for fuel in exchange for redeemed reward 
points from the reward program; 

exchanging at least a portion of the customer's reward 
points for a predefined PPU discount for fuel, said pre 
defined PPU discount being associated with the vendor; 

discounting the PPU of the fuel posted on the fuel dispenser 
by an amount equal to the predefined PPU discount; and 

dispensing fuel to the customer at the discounted PPU. 
19. The method of claim 18, wherein the vendor is an 

airline, and the reward points are frequent flyer miles. 
20. The method of claim 18, further comprising: 
calculating a redeemed discount by multiplying the PPU 

discount by the number of units of fuel purchased in the 
fueling transaction; 

converting the redeemed reward points to a cash value at a 
rate agreed upon by the vendor and the fuel merchant; 

crediting cash value equal to the redeemed discount to an 
account associated with the fuel merchant; and 

debiting cash value equal to the redeemed discount to an 
account associated with the vendor. 

21. A computer-implemented method of discounting a 
price-per-unit (PPU) of fuel during a fueling transaction by a 
customer at a fuel merchant, said method comprising: 

reading the customer's financial card number to begin the 
fueling transaction; 

identifying the customer by analyzing the financial card 
number, 

determining that the identified customer participates in a 
reward program with a reward point host with whom the 
fuel merchant has a relationship agreement for provid 
ing PPU discounts for fuel in exchange for redeemed 
reward points from the reward program; 

retrieving from the reward point host, information regard 
ing the customer's available reward points; 

converting the customer's available reward points to a PPU 
discount for fuel; 

discounting the PPU of the fuel posted on the fuel dispenser 
by an amount equal to the PPU discount; and 

dispensing fuel to the customer at the discounted PPU. 
22. The method of claim 21, further comprising, after the 

converting step, the step of obtaining the customer's approval 
to apply the PPU discount to the fueling transaction. 

23. The method of claim 22, wherein the step of obtaining 
the customer's approval includes the steps of 

providing the customer with a number of different PPU 
discounts associated with redemption of different num 
bers of reward points; and 

receiving a selection by the customer of an approved PPU 
discount. 
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24. The method of claim 22, further comprising: 
calculating a redeemed discount by multiplying the PPU 

discount by the number of units of fuel purchased in the 
fueling transaction; and 

providing the redeemed discount to a clearing mechanism. 
25. The method of claim 24, wherein the step of providing 

the redeemed discount to a clearing mechanism includes the 
steps of: 

storing the redeemed discount in a redeemed discounts 
database; and 

interfacing the clearing mechanism with the redeemed dis 
counts database. 

26. The method of claim 24, further comprising transfer 
ring funds by the clearing mechanism from an account asso 
ciated with the reward point host to an account associated 
with the fuel merchant, wherein the transferred funds are 
equal to the redeemed discount. 

27. A system for discounting a price-per-unit (PPU) of fuel 
during a fueling transaction by a customer at a fuel merchant, 
said system comprising: 

input means for reading the customer's financial card num 
ber to begin the fueling transaction; 

means for identifying the customer by analyzing the finan 
cial card number, 

means for determining that the identified customer partici 
pates in a reward program with a vendor with whom the 
fuel merchant has a relationship agreement for provid 
ing PPU discounts for fuel in exchange for redeemed 
reward points from the reward program; 

means for exchanging at least a portion of the customer's 
reward points for a predefined PPU discount for fuel, 
said predefined PPU discount being associated with the 
vendor; 

means for discounting the PPU of the fuel posted on the 
fuel dispenser by an amount equal to the predefined PPU 
discount; and 

dispensing means for dispensing fuel to the customer at the 
discounted PPU. 

28. A system for discounting a price-per-unit (PPU) of fuel 
during a fueling transaction by a customer at a fuel merchant, 
said system comprising: 

input means for reading the customer's financial card num 
ber to begin the fueling transaction; 

means for identifying the customer by analyzing the finan 
cial card number, 

means for determining that the identified customer partici 
pates in a reward program with a reward point host with 
whom the fuel merchant has a relationship agreement 
for providing PPU discounts for fuel in exchange for 
redeemed reward points from the reward program; 

means for retrieving from the reward point host, informa 
tion regarding the customer's available reward points; 

means for converting the customer's available reward 
points to a PPU discount for fuel; 

means for discounting the PPU of the fuel posted on the 
fuel dispenser by an amount equal to the PPU discount; 
and 

dispensing means for dispensing fuel to the customer at the 
discounted PPU. 


